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I NTRODUCTION

This paper discusses the application oi the Army—itir Force team

on the modern battlefield. The discusrdon is conducted upon the concep-

tual plane, and for the most part is restricted to the level of employ-

ment doctrine. The body of the paper dealn briefly with the character-

istics of modern combat forces, and then moves on to a description of

current United States military doctrine as it applies to a European—

style battlefield, some pertinent aspects of Soviet military doctrine ,

and a number of conclusions and assertions the author derives from the

interplay of forces on the battlefield. The paper was written while the

author was a student at the U.S. .4rmy War College, but the opinions

expressed herein are solely the author’s and do not reflect official

positions of either the Army or the Air Force.

MODER N FORGE CHA ACT!~~1~ rICs

Modern combat forces possess two characteristics which dist ingu ish

them clearly from their ancestors: high mobility and massive firepower.

These characteristics are pre:;ent in both land and air forces. Modern

ground units tend to be highly mechanized, armored , and they are equip-

ped with weapons of high lethality. Modern air forces tend to have

high speed, long range, and accurate delivery capabilities. Mobile

firepower confronts the general of today with a higher degree of un-

certainty than he would have had to contend with thirty years ago. The

location of enemy un its at a given point in time i~ less likely to be

known. The probable enemy objectives are more difficult to discern

because his speed and mobility broadens his options. The warning time

available to a defender has shrunk because the enemy ’s ab il i ty to rapidly



mass firepower with a minimum amount of preparation is greatly enhanced

by modern technology.

THE AIR—LAND BAT’AIE

The characteristics of modern combat forces drive the basic struc-

ture of the modern battlefield. It is a battlefield characterized by

a high degree of fluidity. Change can be rapid and dramatic. Air forces

of both sidea operate over and beyond the battlefield to considerable

depth. Helicopters operate along the line of contact and in the rear.

Anti aircraft systems dot the landscape, some hand—held , some vehicle

mounted. Some electronic equipment jams the airwaves; other electronic

equi pment listens to radio traffic. Guided and unguided anti tank mis-

siles abound. Precision guided bombs are directed against point targets.

Reconnaissance platforms of all shapes and descriptions record and pass

on information about battlefield activity. Artillery fire is intense.

Smoke and flame cloud the battlefield. Tanks and other armored fight-

ing vehicles weave in and out of the smoke exchanging fire with other

tanks in defilade and anti tank teams firing from cover and concealment.

Radars of many types search the battlefield and the sky overhead. The

lines of communication on both sides of the battlefield are choked with

men and supplies urgently moving to designated locations. Confusion is

common.

That is a brief de’~cription of the air—land batt..e. It is not,

unfortunately , a sufficiently definitive description to be useful for

purposes of discussion. It lacks both dimensions and a grossly quanti-

fied description of the opposing forces. Even further, it lacks a de-

scription of what either side thought it was going to do when it entered

2
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the battle.

The air—land battle as I will use it in this paper is one of

several battles going on simultaneously in a theater of operations.

It involves forces roughly equivalent to a corps on the U.s. side, and

a combined arms army on the Warsaw Pact side. Phe battle may not in-

volve a single corps, it may involve elements of more than one. The

air—land battle is roughly cylindrical in shape. The base of the cyl-

inder extends slightly beyond the corps rear boundary on the U.-. side,

slightly to the rear of those ground combat units capable of influencing

the battle outcome on the Warsaw Pact side, and encompasses all of the

local combat front. The top of the cylinder is congruent with the base,

and it is fixed at an altitude which slightly exceeds the highest air

traffic transiting the battle area. The air—land battle discussed in

this paper is a conventional battle, not because the use of tactical

nuclear weapons is infeasible, but because it so changes the nature of

the battle it requires separate treatment.

T !E T~-1EATER SY~TE24

Phe air—land battle i~ a discrete entity o~ I have descr ibed  it ,

~~~ it is -
~ component of a larger system. The larger system is the

theater battle, and it interacts strongly with the air—land battle.

The channels of direct interaction between the theater battle and the

air—land battle are principally air and logistic channels. The theater

air defense activity , offensive counter—air activity, and air interdic-

tion activity meshes with the cylinder of the air—land battle. The

logistics channels are the life—blood of the air—land battle. Other

lens direct , or at least non—physical interactions take place in the

3
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exchange of intelligence, combat information, and command and control

communications.

OP}~~A PI U 1~AL DOCTRINE

before our hypothetical air—land battle began, each of the partici-

pants had some sort of ~ ~.l;~n in mind. i~ a ~~r~eralized sens.— , tLo t

ptan can ~e re~y-~r~ ed as the operational doctrine which a r tic u 1 ot e~: the

r ecc~’.m~ i-i ae ’i be~iav:~~ur for  bat t le f i e ld  commanders. For U.~;. ground

fo rces , t h.-t doctrine iB spelled out in Army F ie ld  Manual 100—5 , “Cpera—

tions”. (FM 100—5) For U. s. tactical air forces , the em erging doctrine

is spelled out in Tactical Air Command Manual ~—1 (Draft), “Tactical

Air Operations”. (TtCM 2—1) Those manuals are the starting point for

much of the discussion in this paper.

THE bREAKTHROUGH TACTIC

FM 100—5 assumes that a Warsaw Pact attack in Europe would be in

the form of a classic Soviet breakthrough.

“The Soviet Army , for example, attacks on very narrow

fronts in great depth, with artillery massed at 70 to

100 tubes per kilometer in the breakthrough sector.

Against a U.S. division in Europe, Warsaw Pact forces

might throw as many as 600 tanks into the leading

echelon, followed by an equal number shortly there-
1

after.”

Against such an attack , FM 100—5 sugi’ests that the defender might deploy

a heavy covering force well forward of the main battle area. The cover-

ing force is assigned the tasks of determining the strength and location

U.S. A rmy Field Manual 100—5, “Operations”, p. 5—2
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of the enemy main at t ack, preventing the enemy from learning friendly

force dispositions in the main battle area, degrading enemy air defenses,

and buying time for the main body to adjust its defense. Eventually , the

covering force closes on the main battle area and is absorbed into the

defending main force. -

it would be naive to assume that there is total agreement that an

attack in Europe would be a breakthrough attack. There are increasingly

strong arguments sug~;esting that it will not be. But , for the moment ,

let us explore the kinds of air—ground interaction that would be most

beneficial to the defender if a breakthrough attack is encountered.

THE C0Vs~ING FORCE CONTACT

Obviously, the initial ground combat would take place between

the covering force and the attacking Warsaw Pact units. Two items of

joint interest immediately come to mind. First, if any close air sup-

port is required , it is needed by the covering force. Second, if any-

one is likely to know with precision where close in enemy ground units

are located, it is the covering force. Herein lies a problem.

THE UTILITY OF rHE CORPS diRECT AIR SUPPORT CE~i~~~ DURING CUVEhING FORCE
OPERAr IONS

The planning and coordination necessary to satisfy clone air sup-

port requests is done by the Direct Air Support Center (DASC). The

DASC is normally co—located with the Corps. Remembering back to the

description of the activity in the air—land battle on page two, how

likely do you suppose it is that the Corps, and hence the DASC , has a

real—time grasp on the situation in the covering force area? Remember

2 Ibid. Pp. 5—10, 5—11

‘ U.S. Air Force Tactical Air Command Manual 2-1 (Draft), “Tactical
Air Operations”, October 1977, Pp~ i~~1~4, ~
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also that the enemy has a substantial jamming capabili ty and that  the

covering force initially may be 30 or kO kilometers, or even further

beyond the main battle area. I believe a prudent man would think that

a combination of normal confusion, jamming, and destruction of equip-

ment would make reliable communications between the Corps and the cover-

ing force unlikely. That may well mean that the agency responsible for

planning the application of close air support lacks the data necessary

to do the job, and that is the nub of the problem.

The DASC is billed am a mobile facility, and to a degree, it is.

The mobility of the DASC however, does not compare favorably with the

mobility of the major elements in the covering force. If the DASC were

more mobile , it might be possible to locate it with the covering force.

That would alleviate the problem, provided the DASC could survive in

the environment of the covering force area. Clearly, the massive amounts

of artillery associated with a Soviet breakthrough attack suggest that

a lot o~ high rxplosives are going to be detonating in the covering

force area. That in turn suggests that any facility iesigned to operate

in the covering force area should be hardened. Since hardness and mobil-

ity are both requirements, and mince the DASC is usually a large facility

(over 100 people) it simply does not appear practical to locate the DASC

with the covering force.

A FORWARD CLOSE AIR SUPPORT PLANNING L~24ENT

A better answer than a forward DASC might well be an expanded

Tactical Air Control Party (TAC?) operating from armored vehicles. The

functions of the TACP could be expanded to include the planning of close

air support, and in situations where communications with the DASC are

6
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not practical, the TACP could assume DASC responsibilities as they apply

to close air support. Whether or not the TACP could communicate with

other agencies such as the Tactical Air Control Center is subject to doubt.

But, the expansion of the TACP charter would at least allow the TACP to

explore alternative communication links when it could not talk to the

DASC. The capahility to plan might well be helpful in a communications

jamming environment for another reason as well, it could reduce the vol-

ume of information that would have to be exchanged with the DASC when

communications were po~sible.

DOING THE COVER ING FORCE JOB

For purposes of discussion, let’s assume away for the momea .. any

problems that may exist because of the physical separation of the Corps

and the covering force. What would the defender really like to do? He

would like to carry out the four tasks mentioned earlier, and in the

course of carrying out those tasks he would like to inflict the heaviest

possible attrition on the enemy without becoming decisively engaged.

How can the Army and the Air Force work together efficiently to do the

job? First let ’s look at some Soviet views on operations against a

covering force.

A.A. Sidorenko assigns reconnaissance a key role in enabling the

attacker to deal effectively with a covering force. He also advocates

encirclement of strong points coupled with rapid penetration of gaps

to capture defensive positions before covering force elements can occupy

A.A. Sidorenko, The Offensive (A Soviet View), translated and pub-
lished by the U.S. Air Force, Moscow, 1970, p. 141
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them. In Sidorenko’s view, this combat activity is conducted by mounted

troops. The disposition of forces in a breakthrough sector is such

that the Warsaw Pact can add considerable firepower to the problem of

overcoming the covering force at will. Massive amounts of artillery are

available, and additional combat units can be sent into the fray with

little delay. In order to carry out the covering force tasks in the

face of Soviet doctrine and Warsaw Pact firepower, the defender must

do a number of things well, but two basic things stand out sharply.

The defender must use his firepower to maximu m advantage , and he must

retain his freedom of maneuver. Certain conditions must be met if the

defender is to do those two things. The defender must have local air

superiority if he is to retain his freedom of maneuver. The defender

must have a workable system for controlling his firepower, both air and

ground delivered, if he is to maximize the effectiveness of his weapons.

The defender must suppress enemy air defenses and artillery both to max-

imize his own firepower and retain freedom of maneuver for his forces,

both air and ground.

THE REc~UIRED CONDITIONS - AIR SUPERIORITY

Air superiority in the context of the air—land battle takes on a

local flavor. That perception can be misleading. Air Force experience

in North Africa in World War II was dismal when aircraft were parcel-

led out to fly air defense cap over friendly units. 6 The way to achieve

loc al air superiority clearly seems to be most effect ively approache d

Ibid. p. 140

6 Laurence S. Kuter, “Goddamit Georgie~”, A ir Force Magazine, Vol. 56,
No. 2, February 1973, Pp. 51—56.

8
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fr om a theater perspective. From a theater viewpoint , a counter—air

campaign is waged to gain air superiority.

The counter—air campaign has two major aspects: defensive and of-

fensive counter—air. The defensive counter—air operations are designed

to protect our critical rear area targets and also to keep the Warsaw

Pact tactical aircraft off of the backs of our ground units. Since

defensive counter—air aircraft will generally intercept inbound enemy

aircraft as early as possible, they will appear in the airspace over the

air—land battle frequently. Obviously a high degree of coordination

between the theater air defense commander and the commander fighting

the air—land battle is called for. There are a considerable number of

ground—based air defense systems under the control of the air—land bat-

tle commander, and our joint doctrine calls for the integrated employ-

ment of our ground and air air defense assets. It will give us a marvelous

advantage over the enemy if we can put our doctrine into practice in

the confus ion  of the air—land battle. It is certainly an advantage

wor tn ~.t r i v in g  for , and perhaps the acquisition of the newer technology

i L k e  tt~e L-5A Airborne ~arning and Control System (AWACS) will make our

doctrine practical as well as desirable.

Offensive counter—air operations are designed to destroy the op-

posing air forces and the supporting apparatus of those forces. When

offensive air operations are coordinated properly between the theater

battle and the air—land battle, they can contr ibute directly to the

local air superiority which is so vitally important. Offensive counter—

air operations do this in a number of ways. They can attack enemy air

forces over their own territory and deny them the opportunity to inter—9



fere in the air—land battle. They can time the attack of enemy airfields

in a given sector so that the enemy cannot react in force to repel mas-

sive air—ground attacks against his ground combat forces. They can in-

terpose themselves as a barrier between enemy air forces and friendly

forces. In the short run, they can intimidate enemy air forces so they

are reluctant to fly, and ineffective when they do fly. In the long

run , they can destroy the enemy air force to a degree where it is incap-

able of playing a meaningful role in the war.

One thing seems crystal clear. Defensive and offensive counter—

air operations will have a profound impact on the conduct of the air—

land battle. They will not achieve instant success , and it is too much

to expect that the large Warsa w Pact tactical air forces will disappear

from the battlefield in a matter of days. Some of our rear area targets

will be stru ck , and some of our ground forces in the forward area will

experience enemy air attacks for the f irEt  time in several wars. It

seems probable to me that we will move a step at a t ime.  Theater—wide

counter—air operations will have to be aimed at the total enemy air

force , but such operations will have to be coordinated with the partici-

pants in the air—land battle to achieve the maximum amount of local

air superiority at critical places and times. Withou t local air superi-

ority, aircraft such as the A— b and the 1—7 will face seriou s risk , both

to their effectiveness and their survival.

One final aspect of counter—air operations requires discussion.

If we can do a good job of coordinating the activities of the theater war

and the air—land r’ittle , we may realize some additional benefits not

dihcu ssed up to this point. A rmy firepower and electronic warfare cap—

10



abi l i t i es  can be used to enhance the survival of Air  Force a i rc ra f t

or .crating in or t ransiting through the a ir—land bat t le  cylinder. Such

support could increase the number of successfu l penetrations to deeper

targets, such as airbases, and could result in a measurable speeding up

of the campaign to gain air su periority. In some cases, it is possible

that Army firepower could substitute for certain Air Force sorties.

Surface—to— surface missiles with cluster bomb unit warheads and vari-

able delay fused sub—munitions could be launched at a number of enemy

airbases in a certain sector a few minutes before a massive air—ground

attack mission is launched by the Air Force. The surface—to—surface

missile attack with the limited objective of denying the enemy the use

of his airfields for a short period of time may be qui te  cost—effective.

The use of manned aircraft for such a mission is still feasible of course,

but the enemy~ s heavy air defenses could make such a mission costly.

Given the Warsaw Pact aircraft shelter program and recent advances in

runway repair techniques, the return on such a raid by manned aircraft

may not alway s jus t i fy  the cost .

THE R EQUIRED CONDITIONS - EFFECTIVE CONTROL OF FIREPOWER

The type of firepower most pertinent to the purpose of this paper

is aerially delivered firepower, and the discussion in this section

focuses on air strike control. The problem of effective air strike con-

trol is a tough one. I am not now returning to the problem involv ing

close air support planning which was mentioned earlier. This is a new

problem area, and one that would exist even if command and control

functioned perfectly up to the point where a flight of strike aircraft

arrived at the edge of the battle area. In the recent past, the air—

11



borne Forward Air Controller (A—FAC) figured prominently in air strike

control. lie was the link between the supported unit on the ground and

the strike flight. He could see the battle area, he was familiar with

the tactical situation on the ground, and he thoroughly understood

aircraft and ordnance capabilities and limitations. The A—FAC ’s air-

craft was equipped with all of the radios nececsary to work the problem ,

and A—FAC performance in Southeast Asia was both efficient and effective.

Two major factors are present in a European scenario which oper-

ate to deny us the opportunity to use the 1—FAC as we have in the past.

First, the enormous Warsaw Pact investment in air defense systems has

resulted in an air environment where neither the A—FAC nor the strike

aircraft can loiter in the target area while they assess the situation.

Second, the Warsaw Pact investment in electronic warfare gives them a

substantial capability to deny us effective communications, both air—to—

air, and air—to—ground. The fact that the Soviet air forces may opt

to attack the A—FAC is also significant , but conceptually it may be

lumped with the first factor.

We have responded to the loss of the traditional role for the A—FAC

in a number of ways. We have moved the A—FAC to the rear where he can

survive , and we have modif ied his role to one of t r a f f i c  control and

radio relay. We have also upgraded the importance of the ground Forward

Air Controller (G—FAC ) and expanded the training of artillery forward

observers so that they may direct airatrikes. Unfortunately, this is

only a partial solution. It solves the vulnerability aspect of the

pro b lem , but leaves the communications aspect untouched. The technol—

ogists are assaulting the communications problem , and in the long run

12
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I have no doubt they will find a solution. Even so, serious loss of

e’~fectiveness in strike control will accrue so long as the sensing

apparatus of the strike control system is on the ground. Target acqui-

sition and target designation will be limited to line of sight. Targets

over the hill will remain a mystery. Consequently, G—FACs and forward

observers will be prioritizing their targets on insufficient information.

The inability to see over the hill not only degrodes the prioritization

of close in targets, but it degrades the close air support planning

process and introduces an unpleasant amount of uncertainty in the ground

commander’s maneuver plans. I believe what we have aone is what we should

have done to provide an interim solution to a difficult problem. I also

believe that the only satisfactory solution to the problem in the long

run is the rehabilitation of the A—FAC. The answer may be a high per-

formance aircraft with extensive self—çrotection capability and jam—resis-

tant radios. It might be a two—place 1—10 with 10,000 pounds of self—

protection gear. It might even be a small drone with a television cam-

era. However it is done, I am convinced tha t some sort of aerial plat-

form must see the battlefield and transmit what it sees intelligibly and

in real time if close air support is to be truly effective on the modern

battlefield. We can do relatively simple things with aircraft when we

have no communications with the ground forces, but we cannot fully ex-

ploit our high technology capabilities, such as laser target designation,

if we cannot talk, and we cannot sensibly select the targets without

seeing over the hill.

THE hE~UIRED CONDITIONS — SUPPRESSION OF EN~2IY AIH D~~~NSES AND ARTILLERY

The reader may think it odd that I have paired artillery and air

13



defenses in tandem, but there is a logical relationship. For one thing,

left unsuppressed, artillery and air defenses restrict the freedom of

maneuver of both our ground and air forces. For another thing, artillery

and air defenses suppress our ability to use our ground and aerial fire-

power effectively. Both the Army and the Air Force have the capability

to destroy Armored Fighting Vehicles (Iris). The enemy ’s scheme of at-

tack relies heavily on the use of AFVs. If the covering force is to

accomplish its assigned tasks, it is necessary that the Army and the

Aj’~ Force maximize the effectiveness of their respective firepower

systeme to net the largest possible number of AFV kills. On the face

of it that seems simple -— — both the Army and the Air Force should

concentrate their firepower on AFVs. In fact, it is not simple at all.

It is at least possible that some other target selection option could

yield a greater net kill of AFVs. The massive roviet artillery fire

will unquestionably suppress some of the Army ’s AFV killing systems.

If the Air Force were to attack, as a matter of priority, enemy artil-

lery, it would free up more Army AFV killing systems. The net kill

might be greater than if we both went after AFVs arid did nothing to

augment the counter battery capability of our own out—gunned artillery.

Likewise, it is possible thut the concentration of Army firepower

on enemy air defense weapons would give the Air Force greater freedom of

movement and permit heavy air attacks with precision guided munitions.

Once again, the net AFV kill with such a division of effort may be greater

than what we would achieve if we both attacked AFVs. The Army and the

Air Force are analyzing such problems, and hopefully there will be some

valuable insights to assist the commanders who must make resource alloca—
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tion decisions on the battlefield of the future.

Some objections to the kinds of division of effort described in

the previous paragraph are couched in roles and missions terms. I will

admit that on the face of it, counter—battery fire, for example, is an

Army mission. I would simply note tha t the real value in having explicit

roles and missions is that it prevents excessive duplication in research

and development and procurement. I believe a little pragmatic bending

on the battlefield may be necessary. Again, in the case of artillery,

it just happens that factors such as target hardness, target disposition,

arid a rather doctrinaire Warsaw Pact deployment scheme make artillery

a rather attractive target for aircraft. if it will help us win the

air—land battle, why not?

A few more words need to be said about air defense suppression.

The Warsaw Pact has large numbers of systems, and they are demonstrably

effective as shown in the last Middle East war. I made some reference

to the use of Army firepower and electronic warfare capability to aid

in suppression in the section of the paper dealing with counter—air

operations. Every little bit helps, and I think it important enough

to repeat here. We need to develop the kind of inter—Service coordina-

tion tha t permits us to help each other deal with these tough threats.

The Air Force itself can do much to suppress enemy air defenses. In

some cases suppression is achieved by using self—protection equipment

in conjunction with specialized tactics. In other cases it is achieved

by directly attacking air defense systems whenever they are found. In

the extreme case, the Air Force might wage an extensive air defense sup-

pression campaign which might go on for several days. Once again, the
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choice of which arp roach to take to suppression belongs to the Theater

Commander. Which approach he will take is going to be situation—depen-

dent.

The basic purpose behind air defense suppression is , of course , to

reduce our aircraft losses so that we can fly effective air ground attack

mi~ sions for as many days as required. Suppression is the direct approach

to reducing losses. There are also some indirect approaches to the same

problem. The indirect approaches emphasize reducing aircraft exposure

to air defense systems ‘ather t han taking active e f for t s  against the

weapons systems themselves. Simple avoidance is possible in some cases.

Avoidance is not pos’~ible when dealing with targets near the line of

contact , but a combination of g’ od intelligence and judiciou s use of

terrain features cart certainly be used to minimize the enroute exposure

of aircraft  penetrating to and returning from deeper tar~ets.

There is also a way to reduce exposure of aircraft  working at or

near the line of contact, and that is to reduce the number of passes

an attacking aircraft must r~ake to achieve the desired results on the

target. This is essentially an ordnance-dependent apprc ch. The Air

Force presently has a large number of precision gu ided munit ions suitable

for at tacking hard point targets. Tnese weapons are enormously e f fec t ive

b:’ any previou s standards , but they do have a practical drawback. In

typical European weather, it is likely that only one target can be attacked

on any given pass. This means that an A—IC carrying six Maverick missiles

for example , would have to make six passes for a maximum expected missile

kill of six targets. That is a lot of exposure. If we had good anti—

armor area munitions in the inventory it might be possible to achieve

16



similar kill expectations with fewer passes. I believe a truly flex-

ible weapons inventory woula include both precision guided point mun-

i t ions and area munitions with various fusing options.

SELECTING UNITS FOR AIR ATTACK

If we assume that the conditions set forth above have been satis-

fied, we 5till have to gra~t~le with the conce~-tual problerr of who we

~-:~v~~ld at t a c k  when . i ost wars have tended to demonstrate tha t close

a i r  ~~
- ort again:~t engaged targets  is difficu t , challenging, arid

regretfully , rather inefficient. (I note Southeast Asia as an except ion.)

Tha t does not mean the Ai r  Force cannot or should not at tack engaged

target~~, it simply seats tha t it is more e f f i c i en t  to attack a target

befo re it engages because it ameliorates the problem of target identi-

f icat ion and it reduces the risk to friendly troops inherent in close—

in ordnance delivery . In a breakthrough scenario, it is quite obvious

that  destroying targets hundreds of miles in the enemy rear will not

have s short—term e f f e c t .  It is equally obvious, given the forward

force concentrations, tha t catastrophe may overtake us in the air—land

battle before long—term effects have any impact. With virtually all

of our ground combat power forward, a major unit breakthrough would

be disastrous, if not fatal. It is activity in the immediate vicinity

of the air—land battle that is of crucial importance in the early days

of a European war. If we accept the FM 100—5 premise of breakthrough

operations, it is apparent that enemy forces will not only be arrayed

in deep echelonment , but they will also be concentrated on very narrow

frontages. Thus, there will be one or several concentrations of enemy

targets throughout the theater which will be of critical importance.
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Those critical enemy concentrations should be the principal Air Force

tar-gets.

Within those concentrations, there are forces arranged in echelon.

Logic suggests that the Air Force effort in the air—land battle should

be focused on the nearest enemy main force units, not yet engaged. En-

gaged targets shoulc be attacked only as the ground commander deems

absolutely necessary. Air Force concentration on the nearest enemy

forces not yet engaged should force the enemy to commit more forces

to the covering force battle, disrupt the timing of his echeloned a~—

caulta, contribute significantly to the covering forces’ ability to

delay , and sap the strength of the enemy ’s main forces. Jissi pation

of Air  Force resources against targets riot associated wi th  the enemy ’s

main attacks should be avoided.

BEATING A DEAD hORSE

A slight di gression is in order here to cope with a potential

resource allocation problem. Phe problem might be described as “beat-

ing a dead horse”. A defender, most especiaLly an outnumbered defender,

places a high premium on efficiency. When firepower resources are

critically short, it is dangerous folly to use two or more resources

to destroy a target when one alone could do it. A given type of Army

unit on the line is capable of’ servicing targets as they arrive up to

some maximum rate. Let us say for the moment that a covering force

company j B engaged with an attacking tank battalion. The company is

fully capable of dealing unsupported with target arrival rates up to

a certain point. Beyond that point, excess target arrival rate will have

to be serviced by non—organic resources such as artillery , attack heli—
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copters, and close air support airc raft. Assuming that the total effort

is adequate to the  taak of handling the a t tacking b a t t a l i o n, and assum-

ing additional Air Force assets are left  over , what of the next ba t ta l ion

in line? That is the battalion tha t I suggested earlier the Air Force

ought to be concentrating on, but a nagging question intrudes.  How hard

should the Air Force work on that batt al ion? Should the Air Force £tr ive

for 10% destruction? 20%? ~0%? The answer is important because whenever

the required destruction criterion is achieved , i t  frees Air Force

resources to work on the third battalion approaching the batt le .  The

ideal answer is tha t the Ai r  Force should i n f l i c t  just enough damage on

the second bat ta l ion  so that  the defending company can service the tar-

get arrival rate of the residual unit without further close air support.

If the Air Force were t o spend sign i f i cant excess e f f ort on the second

a t t ack ing  b at t a l i o n , we would not only be beating a dead horse , but  we

may be allowing the units  behind to ar r ive  at such a rate that the Ai r

Force and the Army together cannot handle them.

A NEW APk ~ROACH TO TARGh TIN G

One way to move toward a greater theoretical e f f i c i e n c y  in the

employment of the Army—Air Force team is to change t~-ie orien~ at ion of

our targeting system. Instead of l e t t ing  our a i rst r ike  requirements

be driven by geographical boundaries and rather general predicitions

of enemy activity , we should consider a target—driven system. In other

words , let the 8th Guards Tank Army or the umpty umpth battalion drive

the air attack sortie requirement in conjunction wi th  the posture of

our affected units on line. The ideal would be to evolve a system which

specified an Army requirement for the Air Force to inflict an ex~licit1y
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stated result on in enemy unit. The desired result could be expressed in

terms of’ some level of destruction by some point in time or before the

enemy unit reaches some geographical feature. It could also be expressed

in terms of a desired amount of delay. At ta inment  of the ideal is not

likely, however I believe greater efficiency would result if we never got

much beyond tasking the Air Force to prevent attacker—defender ratios

from exceeding a specified value. Such a system would at least offer

the advantage of permitt ing each Service to do what it knows most about.

The Army is expert at estimating what it can handle , and t he Ai r Force is

expert at estimating the numbers and types of aircraft required to execute

a specific task.

BATTLEFIELD INTERDICTION

One of the implications of targeting in the air-land battle as

I have proposed it is that targets should be struck in a priority which

derives from their potential e f fec t  on the battle. This means tha t the

target priority is independent of arbitrary boundaries established for

ease of command and control. The target could be at varying depths ,

depending u pon the situation, or it could be straddling unit  boundary

lines. Sometimes air attacks on enemy ground force units would be close

air support, and at other times they might be interdiction. The term

“battlefield interdiction” is frequently used to describe such attacks,

and the term is acknowledged in TACM 2—1 , (Draft). 
‘
~
‘ 

Battlefield in-

terdiction is generally used as a descriptive term to delineate a class

of targets, ground force unite, regardless of their depth or location,

provided such units can be reasonably assumed to have potential effect

TACM 2— 1 (Draft ), p. ~+—31
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on the outcome of a battle in progress. There are other classes of

targets of the types associated with the traditional air interdiction

role which are so closely linked with the maneuver or performance of

enemy ground force units that they might comfortably fit within the

general meaning of the “battlefield interdiction” descriptor. ~ucki

target classes might include bridges whose destruction would have im-

mediate effect upon the movement of a ground force unit being treated

as a battlefield interdiction target. They might also include forward

supply or rearming points whose destruction would have short—term e ’f’ect

on enemy combat capability. I would suggest that such targets be included

under the term “battlefield interdiction ” even though they are not

combat uni ts .

The very existence of the term has implications of its own . It

suggests tha t the problem of target ing a heavy concentration of enemy

li)rces ii~ n joint  probl em , and that  all of the components of the enemy

conc~ nt r at i u n  sho’i~ d be t reated as a f ;ing le system. This in turn means

tha t the  A rmy ~~~~~~ the b~ir  Force is the air—land batt le share target

‘- annirig - ..~~ ~ a~~p l~~.- t~ enemy comba t un i t s  to considerable depth ,

‘~n i  i t  c& ,y’ r ’ , th. , t the a i r— ground  at ack priorit ization process should

ta’e into ~cco- .n ’ the entire t hreat system as it applies to the air—

i;Ir~~ ~-a t i~~. :t ~~~. - i i : t i r u l ’ . to see why that is not a sensible approach

the  I r’a lam .

‘Hk. MA ts P (~~Ch ~~“l’LE

As ~ie covt.ring force closes with the main battle area, and as

the  main  b a t t l e  it se l f  develops, the logic for the most efficient ap-

plication of A i r Force strike sorties remains essentially unchanged.
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‘l’he Air Force should focus the brunt of its air—ground attack ef for t s

on the nearest enemy forces not yet engaged along a major axis of attack.

Air—ground attack resources left over, if there are any, should be ap-

plied against enemy follow—on units in succession. Keeping the “dead

horse” problem in mind , the Air Force should shift its attack efforts

from the front to the rear of echeloned attacking forces, abandoning

each successive target unit when it has been sufficiently attritted

and moving on to the next unit in line. Attacks against engaged targets

will be performed as necessary to preserve the defense, but such attacks

should be limited to necessity, not preference.

DEALING WITH LIMITED BREAKTHROUGHS

There is one terribly significant difference between the covering

force battle and the main battle. The main battle in a very real sense

is the last line of resistance. There are very few reserves to the

rear of the main battle. Hence, if an enemy unit does break through

and follow the Soviet doctrine of rapid penetration to great depth ,

the Army—Air Force team is confronted with a new and dangerous problem. 
8

It seems to be a problem not addressed squarely by our doctrine. While

FM 100—5 implies that some breakthroughs might occur by stating that

support elements must be prepared to defend themselves, even against

armored attack , the manual offers little explicit treatment of how the

joint force might respond to the problem.

If we consider for a moment that a breakthrough has occured, we

have to deal with two aspects of the problem. There is the aspect re-

lated to the unit which has broken through and is heading Lord knows

8 V.Y. Savkin, The Basic Principles of Operational Art and Tactics,
translated and published by the U.S. Air Force, Moscow, 1972, p. 170

~ 100—5, p. 5_IZi
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where in our rear. There is also the aspect related to the exploitation

force, a relatively fresh and untouched force perhaps, which is poised

to move into the breakthrough zone and sweep into our rear.

Of the two forces, the most threatening seems to be the exploitation

force. The initial breakthrough force may well be physically and logis-

tically weakened by the effort expended to achieve the penetration.

Logically, if we have eno gh assets to deal simultaneously with both

forces we will, but if we do not, it seems to me that the pr i ority

should go to restoring the defensive line and disabling the exploita-

tion force. The kinds of things the Air Force and the Army have to do

together to do that are very similar in nature to the operations I have

described to this point.

The kinds of things we have to do to the unit which has penetrated

are le8s clear. The eyes, ears and guns of our land forces are concentra-

ted well forward in the main battle area. Given that fact and the speed

of movement possible with a modern mechanized or armored force, it is

not unreasonable to conclude that an enemy unit which achieves a break-

through might get “lost”. If that should happen, who is best equipped

to find it and deal with it? Both the Army and the Air Force have

systems capable of doing the finding job, but the bulk of the Army ’s

systems may well be busy elsewhere. It is quite likely that some in-

formation would surface through civil authorities, support units, or

local militia. It seems apparent that the Air Force could provide the

most immediate reaction, but at the same time, because of the fleeting

and transitory nature of air attack s it is unlikely the Air Force could

immobilize the target unit without committing very large numbers of
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aircraft —- — numbers which the joint force may not be able to afford

given problems elsewhere. It may be possible to take a joint task force

approach to the problem. Light units, heavy in anti—armor munitions,

could be designated as contingency forces to be heli—lifted or air—lifted

to a point of engagement with a penetrated force. Such units could be

drawn from territorial forces, or possibly support forces. The Air Force

could be as~;igned the responsibility for f i n d ing and trocking o penetrated

force, and the joint task force Commander cc~ula be given the requis i te

otaff to plan arid execute the operation.

Since the target unit is operating in some isolation, and since it

paid a price in attrition to get where it is, it is likely that the air

defenses of the unit are considerably less formidable than those of

a similar unit in the main batf le area. At least the problem of over-

lapping air defenses is reduced. That being the case, it is possible that

the A—FAC might be able to operate in the vicinity of the target much as

he did in Southeast Asia. Other Air Force assets which are probably too

vulnerable to survive in the main battle area could be used to work the

problem as well —— — the AC 130 gunships mounting the 105mm cannon for

instance.

It is curious to note that the problem of dealing with an enemy

unit which has broken through to depth is not even addressed by our

current military definitions. Initially , it may not be engaged by ground

forces. Therefore, any airetrikes conducted on the unit are not close

air support; neither are they interdiction. I believe a few Army—Air

Force round table discussions could be quite useful in developing a

body of mini—doctrine to address the attack of penetrated unite.
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AIR INTERDICTION

The air interdiction of deep targets has historically been an

important component of any theater campaign. Most discussion of a

European war in the modern context - treats such missions lightly. I

believe that makes sense if the perception of a short war proves ac-

curate. In a long war the destruction of deep targets can have great

significance. Fortunately, if the Allies are successful in extending

the short war to a long war , the Theater Commander will have the time

to reassess the value of air interdict ion and weigh the opportunity

costs deriving from the commit tment  of air resources to that role.

It is important , however , that our peacetime planning include a well

reasoned prioritization of deep targets. It does , and I only mention the

subject in this paper to make the point that air interdiction will prob-

ably increase in importance as the war progresses, and the Air Force

retains the capability to carry it out.

THE DISTHIBUTED ATTACK

The entire paper to this point has been based on the presumption

that the Warsaw Pact will employ classic Soviet breakthrough tactics

with deeply echeloned forces concentrating on a very narrow breakthrough

sector. Many of my colleagues are uneasy with that presumption, and I

note with interest that TACM 2—1 (Draft), which I erroneously expected

to mirror FM 100—5, instead emphasizes the short warning or unreinforced

10
attack. In such an attack, there would still be echelonment, but not

to the degree or depth associated with the breakthrough. Such an at-

tack would also be more evenly distributed across the frontage and the

10 
TACK 2—1 (Draft), p. 2—13
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intense concentrations associated with the breakthrough would be absent,

or at least infrequent. Logic suggests that such an attack against a

covering force would result in a mixed bag of successes and failures.

The battlefield could easily assume a granular characteristic with a

fairly wide band of mixed friendly and enemy forces. A granular battle-

field devoid of massive concentrations presents a different series of

challenges than those posed by the breakthrough.

For one thing,  the number of relatively poorly coordinated small

unit engagements is likely to be high. This means that the close air

support system will have to interoperate effect ively with Army units

at the lower levels: frequently battalion; occasionally company. That

requirement has a Southeast Asia ring to it , but that is the way it is.

It is unlikely that any joint air—land bat tle  staff will be able to

plan in meticulou s detail the close air support requirements of such a

battle. The need for an e f f ec t i ve  replacement for the A—FAC is even

more pre~;sing in the case of a granular battlefield than the breakthrough.

Reliable and secure communications are an absolute must, and a view of

what ’s over the hill is essential if we are to achieve real efficiency

in the close air support process.

‘fhe desirability of attacking enemy ground force targets before

they engage remains undiminished in the case of the distributed attack.

But, the lack of massive concentration makes it more difficult to find

and prioritize targets. The use of aircraft in an armed reconnaissance

role will probably have more utility over a granular battlefield than

it would in the case of a breakthrough.

The distributed attack wil l  place heavier demands on our joint
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planning and command and control apparatus than the breakthrough. The

breakthrough at least has the virtue of simplifying prioritization and

of fering concentration in such density that targeting and airstrike

control can be effective even with marginal air—ground communications

at the line of contact. Even so, there are plusses in our favor should

the at tack be distributed. For one thing, attacker—defender force ratios

are not qui te  as fri ght fu l as they are with the breakthrough. For

another thing, t he enemy ’s air defense umbrella may suffer some dilution

on a granular battlefield. It is also likely that the enemy ’s command

and control will degenerate significantly in the course of a distributed

attack. The Warsaw Pact tactical air forces simply do not appear to

have the flexibility to provide effective close support to their forces

during such an attack. It seems more plausible that the enemy can be

defeated piecemeal, and his isolated units can be subjected to continuous

attrition by tactical air forces and attack helicopters.

The key to joint success against the distributed attack will be

effective command and control of our resources. In my judgement, the

emphasis will switch from careful planning to responsive execution on

our side , and I believe our joint Air Ground Operations System will give

us a sufficient measure of responsiveness even though degraded by damage

and enemy electronic warfare. If we are successful is defeating the

distributed attack, and if the enemy does not simply quit, then we will

see the prepared attack or breakthrough. That is why the bulk of this

paper focuses on the breakthrough attack even though many people feel

it will not be the initial Warsaw Pact attack preference. If we do not

eventually see the breakthrough tactic , it may mean we have failed.
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CONCLUSION

Much of this paper describes problems and concepts which are not

new. Work is proceding apace in many areas mentioned in the paper. The

core of what is new in this paper is centered around the change in orien-

tation of the targeting system. It is in that area that I would like to

stir up discussion and debate, and should that debate result in positive

conclusions, I would hope that the Army and the Air Force could get to-

gether on the development of a detailed system from the ground up.

Finally, while there is nothing in the body of this paper directly

related to my closing thought , I would like to end this paper with a plea

to the Army. I believe that a simple organizational decision would go a

long way toward easing the joint development of solutions to the tough

problems of the modern battlefield. I believe that every Army headquarters

~which deals closely with combat developments or training ought to have an

air support staff element — —- not manned by blue suiters, but manned by

green suiterm . I am convinced that the close air support/battlefield

interdiction customer has at least as much at st~ke as the air support

supp li~ r. such staff agencies could review current and evolving Air Force

doctrine and tactics and develop Army views. The Air Force would have an

• A rmy “Mr. Close Air Support” to work with, and Army Commanders would have

independently developed green suit views on what’s good and bad about

current and projected ways of doing business.
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